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Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have recently gained attention for representing structured knowledge. Since the
advent of the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud, it has constantly been growing containing many KGs about
numerous different domains such as government, scholarly data, biomedical domain, etc. KGs are used in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) based applications such as entity linking, question answering, recommender systems, etc. Some KGs are heuristically created, automatically generated from heterogeneous
resources such as text, images, etc., whereas the others are human-curated. These KGs consist of huge
amounts of facts in the form of entities (nodes) and relations (edges) between them. The entities which
exhibit similar characteristics are grouped together into classes or types in the KGs and are known as the
entity type information. However, these KGs are often incomplete, i.e., there are missing links between the
entities and missing links between the entities and their corresponding entity type information.
This thesis focuses on addressing these two challenges in Knowledge Graph Completion:
• Predicting the missing links between entities in KG via head, and tail prediction as well as triple
classification.
• Predicting the semantic type of an entity in a KG.
To date, many algorithms are proposed to learn the embeddings of the entities and relations into the same
vector space. However, none of the baseline models considers the contextual information of the KGs along
with the textual entity descriptions to learn the latent representation of the entities and relations within the
KG. This thesis proposes a multi-hop attentive KG embedding model MADLINK for predicting the missing
links between the entities.
On the other hand, recent research on entity typing focuses on exploiting the structural information of the
KGs, and keywords from the entity description for the prediction task. A novel entity typing model CAT2Type,
to predict the missing types of the entities in a KG leveraging the Wikipedia Category information, is proposed in this thesis. Furthermore, to predict the multi-label, multi-class, and hierarchical entity types in KG,
a GRAND framework is proposed that exploits graph walks and entity descriptions. The results show that
the proposed methods, MADLINK, CAT2Type and GRAND outperform the current state-of-the-art models
for the benchmark datasets in the corresponding tasks.
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